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Next Run 2256
Date:

28 March 2022

Hare:

HardCase

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:
Co
Hare:

Sheepthrills

Sir Tom
Theme:
Arse

Glengarry Park, Duncraig. From Mitchell Fwy exit West on

Run
Warwick Road, Rt @ Glengarry Dr, Rt @ Carlyle Cres, Rt @
Site:

Kinloch Pl and Lft into car park.

Grub: YES

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Shit Scraper & Molly Dooker
Upcumming Runs

Run
2257
2258

Date
4 Apr
11 Apr

Hares
Donka
Blow Job

Van Driver
Bravefart
Baron

2259

18 Apr

Sheepthrills

Biggles

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van YOU need to find someone to swap out with. Contact the
On Sec:- HardCase. hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2255 – Kazi & Donka St Paddy’s Day run @
MacDonald Park, Padbury
Preamble:
Our car pool had agreed to get to the Hash by our own efforts for the next 3 weeks, and I was
intending to go by bike but felt bad as GM Donka was co-hare tonight so I offered a free drive
for him. However, GM Donka advised that he was providing the Drink Stop so he offered me a
lift which I gracefully accepted. The wearing of the green was much in evidence tonight in honour
of St Paddy’s Day [actually 17 March if anyone interested] run tonight. As I arrived at the run
site in MacDonald Park – that well known motocross circuit of Mausei’s – I was collared by DAGS
who bemoaned that his walking App was now seeking to charge him! My Scottish genes came to
the fore and I helped him download the Strava App that I, Squirt, Sheepthrills and others use.
The Run:
Co-hare and GM Donka returns tonight to take up the reins. The Hare Kazi is called onto the
crate to tell us anxious Hashers about the run. He reckons it is a bit long and that he was too
tired after setting it to do a Walkers short cut! So he thinks that just telling us that the Drink
Stop will be in Mawson’s Park, Hillary’s is good enough! Obviously, Kazi never paid any attention
to the words of wisdom in last week’s Rag and Arseholeo’s failings in this regard!

Off we head into the backstreets of Padbury. Seems like I am a lone FWB tonight as even Spud
does not catch up with me but my wee mate Voodoo does and his excuse for not running with the
running pack is that he put on his wrong shoes tonight. We manage to keep the Running pack in
sight along Giles Ave and even on Barclay Ave where we see a FT to our left and a 4 in front of
us. We should have back tracked the FT as most of the following Walking pack did! After a loop
we reach Gibson Ave with the trail still heading out towards Pinnaroo cemetery. At this point I
decided that I would never reach the Drink Stop and the promised Guinness without some help
from my trusty iPhone and Google Maps. I needn’t have bothered as I just needed to follow DAGS
with his local knowledge and accompanied by Stupid and
wee one eyed Billy. That’s what I did until we passed DAGS
house and he and Stupid took a short cut for home
believing [correctly] that the Drink Stop was a stop too
far! On my own now and no sound of the Running Pack [they
were actually now in front of me!] or other Walkers I
forgot about the cold and the dark and with determination
and the thought of a Guinness to guide me, I eventually
reached Mawson Park and the Drink Stop just as Kazi and
Donka were packing up! As it was dark I did accept a lift
back to the run site but only after I drank my Guinness! It
was 6.05Km for me to the Drink Stop.
My spy in the Running Pack did not really do too much to enlighten me on the Runners efforts and
his only real contribution was that Close to Me cheered the boys on as they ran past DAGS house!
Bravefart did advise that the run was longish at 8.33Km but that they must have been running
at a decent pace to be gone from the Drink Stop before I even arrived there!
Circle Up & Visitors and Returniks
Visitors:
None tonight
Returniks:
• Mac the Mouth – been recuperating after his major operation
•

Pumpkin – don’t you know me?

•

DAGS – as usual looking after the little lady [Close to Me].

General Business:
Rooted is on the ball and is well prepared with an encyclopedia of jokes but the members would
have been happy with the short story versions! At least this allows his physically challenged
colleagues to be seated including welcome returner Mac the Mouth.
Song Master ELF is back this week and gets wired for sound once again – be careful with that
plug as we don’t want to electrocute him and get “Shakin’ Stevens” rendition of the DD songs!
Short Horn proves once again that he has got himself in bad company and is first on the Ice
tonight for using his mobile in the circle.

HardCase takes the opportunity of the Icing to deliver the first of his Irish jokes but I think
that Rooted had worn down the audience!
Mase then tries to get things going again with a joke using Precious as his Laurel to his Hardy!
Mel Adjusted comes into the circle with some real General Business with an update on how Sir
Kumsize was getting on after his unfortunate accident fracturing one his vertebrae. He will be in
a back brace for many weeks but is mobile after a fashion and in relatively good spirits.
The supreme joke teller Barrelina then has a go with a tale about Popeye in Bali.
GM Donka then announces that it Tagg’s birthday today but he could not make it to the run today
but has put on 2 cartons for the boys. Good onya Tagg.
Bravefart who had been trying to keep his head under the parapet eventually fails and ends up
on the Elf on Shelf seat. While he is there first Barrelina and then DAGS deliver more jokes.
Haberdash Precious points out the samples of car H4 badges on the Van with his name on them.
You can have yours and he announces that Two Dogs will deliver these based on orders and
payment received. Half Wit Short Horn grabs GM Donka’s attention and he ends up on the Elf
on the Shelf seat for disrupting Precious.
GM Donka calls out Sheepthrills for 1 of 4 DD’s in recognition of achieving 400 runs with
Hamersley. It has only taken him 23 years says GM Donka – not so says Sheepthrills as he claims
that it was exactly 24 years to the day since he joined the mighty H4. Funny the H4 Annual
records Sheepthrills DOB with Hamersley as 22 February 1999?
Sheepthrills has a go at a joke too before accepting his DD.
The jokes then come think and fast with first Biggles, then Barrelina, then Popeye and then
Wimpy. Thinking that the momentum had swung HardCase tells his second Irish joke [he actually
had 4 prepared but knew when to quit while ahead!].
In between all this hilarity first McCorkie [been a bit quite tonight] and then Bravefart find
themselves on Ice for disruption I guess!
Somehow Sheepthrills manages to skip 2 & 3 of 4 DD’s and is presented with his 400 Run badge
by GM Donka and a final DD>
Charges:
First cab off the rank tonight with a charge is Mental Disorder. He charges Tampax for
“flashing” Mini Disorder [his dog] at last week’s run. He then attempts to charge DAGS for bad
parking when in fact he was protecting the biker’s bikes. He obviously did not know to quit while
ahead and ends up with the DD as a reverse charge!
Stir has a go at charging his wee mate Molly Dooker for putting his feet on the newly repaired
table – literally! Molly Dooker’s defence was that it was not actually “his” feet but in fact were
C-Man’s but it did not save him from the DD.
Hash Hacker Tampax [obviously set up by Historian Rooted] charges Kazi for signing HardCase’s
name in the book but signing him as HardArse. I humour Kazi on this as we are both on the same
number of runs but maybe I will sign him in as Krazi next week! DD Kazi. A pertinent point was
made by one wisecrack as he said [correctly] that Tampax needed a new ironing lady – based on
the state of his shirt!
Wimpy charges Molly Dooker for losing his Yellow hat tonight on the trail. First defender Stir
says that Molly Dooker should not be penalised because he is dumb! Second defender McCorkie
advises that there is no way that Wimpy found that hat on a path as he saw Molly Dooker did not
wear it tonight. Charge reversed and Wimpy gets the DD.

WOW:
Kazi with his RA hat on climbs onto the crate and calls the incumbent WOW First Defence
forward.
Wimpy tries his hand at a nomination implying that someone who should know did not remember
who was WOW tonight. Very brave or very foolish Wimpy and it went no where!
First Defence ignores picking on someone weaker than himself as WOW but instead tries to
challenge the validity of the award of the WOW shirt last week as the current WOW holder is
Squirt and he was not at last week’s run to hand over the WOW shirt to him. Calls to change First
Defence’s Hash name to No Defence did not gain traction but maybe Dumb Defence would be
more appropriate. While incumbent WOW shirt holders are asked for their nominations for follow
on WOW, at the end of the day it is the RA who actually awards the WOW shirt. First Defence
found this out fairly quickly when RA Kazi announced it was a carry over!
[Scribe’s note: Squirt is still a WOW as is First Defence and he is only borrowing the WOW shirt
that silly Squirt gave to McCorkie who produced it last week]
Run Report:
Popeye is asked by GM Donka to do a Run Report. Popeye reckons this was Kazi’s best effort as
a Hare. It was a good run of 7.5 to 8Km [obviously Popeye missed a couple of FT’s]. We had a
good Drink Stop and Pizzas for tea so he gives it 8½ / 10.
Next Week’s Run:
HardCase at Glengarry Park, Duncraig. Dynamo’s cooking so you will need your bowl and spoon!
Next week’s Van driver:
Sheepthrills
Hash Lunch:
Munch Master Mel Adjusted advises that the next H4 Hash lunch will be on Friday 1 April 2022
at Northbridge Chinese Restaurant, 26, Roe Street, Northbridge @ 12.30pm. BYO.
Hares Act:
Co-Hare Donka takes the lead with the act on his guitar while Hare Kazi acts the fool [not
difficult] with his interpretation of Irish dancing. Supporters were Stir [wrong song sheet],
HardCase [song sheet holder for Donka] and of course our Song Master ELF [missing his cue!].
A clever little ditty, obviously written by Donka with a touch of “Send in the Clowns” from the
supporting cast made it a pretty good act.
Song:
Mel Adjusted closes the circle proceedings with the perennial favourite “Raise Your Mugs”.
ON ON
Donka / HardCase 19/52

